A socio-rhetorical approach to analyzing portions of the text of First John brings out new answers to questions about the text, related to genre, structure and interpretation that have puzzled biblical commentators over the years. This article looks at the text from two perspectives. From a socio-rhetorical perspective it looks at the text through lens of a socialscientific model termed by Bruce Malina and Jerome Neyrey a "Status Degradation Ritual" 2 (adapted from sociologist Harold Garfinkel 3 ), which enriches the understanding of the purposes, genre and structure of First John. From a literary perspective this article looks at the way language is used to facilitate the Status Degradation Ritual and finds the intentional use of chiasm, a common oral-literary device in ancient Hebrew 4 and Greco-Roman literature. Insights from the chiastic parallelisms of the structure of the proposed Status Degradation Ritual offer new explanations for exegetical issues such as the seeming contradiction between 1 John 1:8, 10 and 3:6, 9 regarding the sin and sinlessness of the believer. (18) 2007 181 astic format. One of the values of the chiastic literary model is its focus on the climax, the chiastic centre, which in this ritual labels the deviants who went out from the original group as "children of the devil" (3:10). When originally "performed," this ritual decreed a final divorce between the two groups, the children of God and the children of the devil. The means of demonstrating the value and good fit of these models to the text of First John will be described next in a discussion of the methodological approach.
Introduction
The situation the author of the First Epistle of John (First John) is addressing, deviance from group norms and what to do about that deviance, can be better understood when examined with the aid of two separate socio-rhetorical models: a group ritual model and an oral-literary model. This article follows the approach of investigating First John through the lenses of these two models, one cultural and one historical, for the purpose of uncovering new questions and new explanations regarding the nature of the text, the purposes of the author, and the group dynamics that occasioned the writing of the text.
Looking first through the cultural lens of the ritual model provides evidence that the author of First John has presented the reader with two separate rituals that have been antithetically intermingled to create the text as we have it now. Understanding the genre of First John as a unique combination of rituals side-steps the usual debate over whether or not it is valid to consider the book to be within the epistolary genre. 5 Ritual is used here in the sense of a written documentation of a public performance, designed to change the perception of a group about a given topic, person or group. Two rituals potentially applicable to First John are described in Malina and _____________________________________________________________ 180 Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 Neyrey's edited volume, The Social World of Luke-Acts: Models for Interpretation, namely a "Status Degradation Ritual," and a "Status Transformation Ritual." Malina and Neyrey state that "status degradation rituals publicly categorize, recast, and assign a moral character to deviant actors," 6 while in a separate chapter Mark McVann explains that status transformation rituals involve passage from one status to another, including christening, baptism, marriage, or ordination. 7 In First John the believers are having their status transformed (or re-confirmed) as children of God (3:1) while the opponents, or "secessionists" as Raymond Brown calls them, 8 are having their status downgraded to children of the devil (3:10).
Each of these rituals, preserved in First John as a written text, was most likely meant to be read or recited aloud in the oral-literary environment of 1 st Century Mediterranean culture. 9 Investigation of these rituals through the second, historical, lens of this investigation, an oral-literary model, reveals that the author has used a common memory aid of that time, known as chiasm, 10 as a means of organizing the content of the two rituals for his readers or listeners. The literary combination of these rituals produced a memorable explanation that could be read or recited to Johannine communities in various locations to help them understand the new (outcast) status of the opponents as well as their own status in relation to God. It will be necessary to look more closely at which sets of verses describe each of the opposing groups in order to examine the rituals in their separate literary formats.
A majority of the verses in the text are addressed to or speak about one of these groups, the believing community (the "beloved," teknia, "little children"), 11 and can potentially be viewed as a "Status Transformation Ritual." As mentioned above, this type of ritual was intended to transform or re-confirm the self-image of the members of the Johannine Community. The author offered them a ritual interpretation of reality that would restore confidence in their status as children of God (3:1) who possess eternal life (5:13) . 12 The diagram provided at the end of this article shows that these transitional techniques can also serve as structural clues for the full text of First John in which the two rituals are synthesized.
This article will focus on the second ritual within the synthesized text, the portions of First John that refer to the "secessionists," the opponents of the author's community. These verses will be seen to fit the model of a Status Degradation Ritual, as described above by Malina and Neyrey. 13 These portions will be examined as a self-contained literary unit arranged in chi-
The use of social-scientific models within the socio-rhetorical method
The first stage of investigation consists of establishing the social-scientific models that will be used to analyze the portions of the text that apply to the opponents of the Johannine community. Within this section of the article it will first be necessary to demonstrate the legitimacy of using current socialscientific theory and models to better understand 1 st century Mediterranean texts and the groups they describe. After establishing the value of using social-scientific models, Mary Douglas' Grid and Group model of four types of groups will be briefly explained, including boundary maintenance and concern with deviant behaviour typical of Low Grid, High Group societies. This model will then be applied to the Johannine community to show the perceived necessity of casting out those who deviated from the group norms. The text of First John clearly indicates both the Johannine group's norms and how the secessionists violated or deviated from those norms, leading to their expulsion from the group. The means of formalizing that expulsion can be better understood through the lens of Malina's and Neyrey's Status Degradation Ritual, which will be summarized in the last part of this section.
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The use of the historical-literary model of chiasm within the sociorhetorical method
After investigating specific social-scientific models of groups and rituals, the second stage of the socio-rhetorical analysis will be to address the historical question of the oral-literary model of chiasm. How likely would it have been for the author of First John to know and use chiastic structure, and why might he do so? What does that chiasm look like and what value does it add for interpreting the text? Three diagrams will be provided of different levels of chiastic structure within the text. The closest parallelisms will be seen when the portions of First John dealing with the opponents are considered as a separate unit. The parallelisms that result from this chiastic structure and some insights gained from these parallelisms will be highlighted, including the value of chiasm for understanding the group dynamics of the Johannine community. The selected text in its chiastic structure will be the basis for investigating the validity of the hypothesis that portions of First John follow the model of the Status Degradation Ritual described earlier in the first stage of the socio-rhetorical investigation.
Application of the ritual model to the chiastic text
The third stage in this socio-rhetorical analysis will be to apply the ritual model to the chiastic text established in the second section, calling attention to the exegetical questions the model raises and those aspects of the text that can be better explained by means of this model.
Summary of insights into the purpose and message of the First
Epistle of John resulting from the application of the socio-rhetorical models of ritual and chiasm to the text.
Finally, a question and answer approach will be used to summarize insights into the purpose and message of First John that result from the application of the socio-rhetorical models of ritual and chiasm to the selected portions of the text.
3. The use of social-scientific models within the socio-rhetorical method 3.1. The legitimacy of using current social-scientific theory and models to better understand 1 st century Mediterranean texts.
The starting point in this article, following a socio-rhetorical approach, is _____________________________________________________________ Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 183 that appropriate interpretation of New Testament texts requires interacting with the social-cultural values, beliefs, and customs of the people who wrote and received the written documents we are studying. 14 Culture permeates everything a person or group says, writes, and does. Without knowing the presuppositions and common knowledge of a people, including their historical and cultural frame of reference, modern interpreters cannot really grasp the meanings behind the words they use, even if those words sound familiar. "Not only must modern observers and interpreters clarify their own viewpoint and articulate their own values, they must strive as well to imagine and learn the viewpoint and values of those of another culture whom they would study." 15 But how are contemporary interpreters to know what the biblical culture was like? As Raymond Hobbs points out, most contemporary interpreters of the Bible live in a westernized global culture that is alien to the culture of the ancient Mediterranean world. 16 Malina suggests that trying to understand a biblical text (in this case, First John), is like trying to learn a foreign language and culture. 17 Elsewhere he states, "what is needed is a cross-cultural approach to grasping the meanings imparted by a foreign language." 18 Social-scientific models can serve as that cross-cultural approach. As a way to get started into the social world of the text of First John, the authors of this article will be accepting two presuppositions from respected proponents of using social-scientific theory in New Testament interpretation:
1. Malina states, "A fundamental presupposition in social-scientific criticism of the Bible, duly outfitted with historical and cross-cultural lenses, runs: if something actually exists, then it could possibly exist." 19 Applied to the study of First John, this means that since contemporary social scientists have observed group formation and dissolution under a variety of cross-cultural conditions, the principles they have formulated can be used to analyze the ancient groups referred to in the text of First John. to ancient group dynamics in the same area.
A basis is
By accepting these presuppositions the possibility is opened for using current social-scientific models to better explain phenomena being reported or implied in an ancient text. Philip Esler points out, "the explicit use of models brings the interpreter's values and perspectives out into the open," which helps the interpreter avoid hidden anachronism and ethnocentrism. 21 At the same time, the use of anthropological models, that describe and predict behavior in a variety of contemporary societies and cultures, gives the interpreter points of comparison and brings up new questions leading to new insights into the original intentions and meaning of the biblical author. "As an exercise, the use of models is designed to stimulate the sociological imagination, to free the object of our gaze from … the patina of the obvious." 22
Douglas' Grid and Group model
Without the aid of an anthropological model, it would not be obvious that First John meets the criteria of ritual conflict confrontation, the typical means of addressing conflict in Low Grid, High Group societies. 23 As background for understanding the value of the Status Degradation Ritual as a model for studying First John, Douglas' Grid and Group model 24 will be used to examine the nature of the Johannine group. This model focuses on two major features of societies: "Grid" refers to a society's rules, structure and leadership (or the lack of them), while "Group" refers to the extent to which members of the society do or do not consider themselves to be part of a group that defines their values and practices. In the Grid and Group cultural theory, anthropologists analyze different societies to classify relative levels of "Grid" and "Group" in the way people relate to one another. The combinations of these categories can be graphed in four quadrants, with Grid as the vertical axis and Group as the horizontal axis as shown in the following chart. Once one has recognized that some New Testament texts reflect the characteristics of highly group-oriented societies with few strong leadership roles among them (a relatively egalitarian society), it becomes helpful to study the texts more closely using the Low Grid, High Group model developed from observations of many contemporary cultures. Malina's description of groups in this lower right quadrant explains some of the group dynamics that were likely experienced by the Johannine community.
_____________________________________________________________
"Strong group/low grid … generates societies of fixed rites … a focus on group boundaries rather than on stable caste classification. … The existence of this quadrant will normally be recognizably a proliferation of competing groups, each attempting to be self-contained, to win out over its competitors, defend its gains… There is a strong concern in the respective groups about maintaining social boundaries … but these boundaries seem under attack; … there are informers, spies, or deviants present." Groups are _____________________________________________________________ 186 Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 characterized by "an abiding concern to ferret out persons who do not belong within the boundaries, with fitting rituals for expelling them beyond group lines, like expulsion, shunning, or excommunication." 26 This description fits very well with the competing groups described in First John, and as a model it explains the likelihood and necessity of a public ritual to deal authoritatively once and for all with the deviant group. Without the ritual, the conflict and competition for the allegiance of group members could continue indefinitely, due to the fact that leaving a group voluntarily is unlikely in a strong group society, since the group forms the identity of the individual. "In the Mediterranean once one joins, it is rather difficult to leave since the unit is the collective self not the individualistic self, and groups cannot see themselves dissolve without dishonor." 27 The author of First John makes it clear that one of the two competing groups in the Johannine community were dishonorably deviant from group norms and labels them as "children of the Devil."
Group norms and deviations in First John
What are those values, or group norms (and their opposites), of the followers of the author of First John? These are clearly seen in antithetical statements throughout the Epistle. For every statement characterizing the believers there is, in close proximity, an opposite statement about the opponents. These labels are contrasted in parallel columns in the following chart:
Johannine Community Opponents (1:7)
(1:6)
(2:3b) (2:4b) …
(2:4c) …
(2:8a) (2:4d) 5:20) This comparison of closely paired antithetical characteristics indicates that the author of First John intended to make clear who was "of the truth" and who was not. This pattern, seen consistently throughout the book, demonstrates that one of the two competing groups in the Johannine community was deviant from group norms. It was because of their deviant behavior and beliefs that the opponents had to be officially excommunicated from the original community, hence the need for the Status Degradation Ritual that will be discussed next.
Summary of the key points of Malina's and Neyrey's description of the Status Degradation Ritual
Survival of the original group and its values demanded that the members of the deviant group be excommunicated or "un-fellowshipped." How could this be done in such as way that all concerned recognized the change in status and relationships? In the context of discussing Mediterranean group culture, Malina mentions, as quoted above, that those who do not belong within the boundaries of the type of group that represents the Johannine community (low grid, strong group) are expelled "with fitting rituals." 28 In a chapter he co-authored with Jerome Neyrey, Malina describes in detail the nature of such a "fitting ritual," which the authors adapted from sociologist Harold Garfinkel who developed "a model of how denouncers arrange for the successful denunciation of their target victims." 29 Malina and Neyrey call this model a "Status Degradation Ritual." Such rituals "publicly categorize, recast, and assign a moral character to deviant actors. This results in a total change of their identity to that of 'a deviant'; they are engulfed in the master status of a deviant." 30 _____________________________________________________________ Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 189 Malina and Neyrey conclude their chapter with the hope that others will find the description and application of this model to be useful in other New Testament studies. This served as the initial impetus to attempt application of this model to First John, looking to see if the model would be a good fit for the data of the text.
A brief summary here of Garfinkel's model, as described and supplemented by Malina and Neyrey, will serve as the model to analyze the text of First John in the third stage of this investigation, after the chiastic structure of the Epistle has been analyzed and established in the second stage.
Garfinkel's model for a successful degradation ritual consists of four variables:
1. The denouncer.
2. The deviant whose status will be degraded.
3. An explanation for the need to downgrade the status of the deviant person or group. 4. Witnesses who will agree with the denouncer on the new identity of the deviant. 31 Malina and Neyrey include additional information that explains and supplements this model. They use the term "labeling" to describe the activity of Garfinkel's first variable, the "denouncer." Labels can be either positive or negative evaluations of the character of a person or group. Negative labels are accusations of deviance. Who are these labelers of deviant behavior, or "denouncers" as Garfinkel terms them? Malina and Neyrey point out that these are the people whose interests as public figures or as spokespersons for the group are threatened by the behavior of the deviants. When the members of a group perceive a threat to their shared social system, the creators or enforcers of the rules of the group become the "denouncers" to separate out those causing the threat. 32
The second variable, the deviant, is a person or group that "… threatens the moral universe of the labelers," according to Malina and Neyrey. 33 In the Status Degradation Ritual, this person or group will experience a change in social status in relation to the wider group, becoming an outsider to be shunned.
"Banning" is a term Malina and Neyrey use to refer to the explanations given by the denouncers to define behavior as being outside the boundaries _____________________________________________________________ 190 Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 of acceptable group norms 34 (Garfinkel's third variable) . The ritual is a public event intended to change the attitudes of the witnesses (the fourth variable) so they will see it is in the group's best interest to label and cast out the deviant. This can be done by demonstrating that the core values and beliefs of the group are the opposite of those of the deviant, making it more likely the witnesses will be persuaded to agree with the denouncer's judgment. Higher authorities are appealed to in support of the need to ban the individual or group (such as God's will or the good of the people). 35 In the process of the ritual the denouncer shows why the behavior of the deviant is evil and permanently unacceptable to the society.
If the ritual is successful, witnesses (the fourth variable in Garfinkel's model) will be convinced of the truth of the negative assessment and of the need for the new, lower, status of the deviant. 36 The deviant will be "condemned by all concerned … public attention is focused on the shame of the deviant." 37 Looking back at the deviant's past, witnesses will agree that the person (or group) always did have something wrong with them. The new master status becomes a lens to interpret everything known about them.
This brief summary completes the first stage of this article's investigation, having described two social-scientific models to compare with specific portions of the text of First John, and having applied the first of these models (Grid/Group) to the text. In the third stage of this investigation the ritual model will be compared with the text to test the validity of the hypothesis that part of the text was originally a Status Degradation Ritual intended to create a permanent divorce between the opponents and the original Johannine community. Before the model can be applied, it will be necessary in the second stage of investigation to establish the portions of the text of First John that speak about the deviants. Because this article has proposed a second lens with which to examine the text, the historical oralliterary model of chiasm, the validity of applying the chiastic model to the structure of First John will need to be examined. In this second stage of socio-rhetorical analysis, the historical and exegetical questions are addressed of how likely it would have been for the author of First John to know and use chiastic structure, why he might do so, and what that structure might look like. How likely is it that the author of First John would have used chiastic structure for a public ritual, and why might he have been motivated to do so? As a Jewish follower of Jesus within the Johannine community, the author of First John would have known the ancient Hebrew and Greco-Roman texts, and this would have included familiarity with the chiastic structures that were used extensively in the Old Testament. 38 This structure may even have been as common in biblical times as the modern academic structure of essays, taught to children beginning in grade school: "Introduction, Body and Conclusion." Lund, in his ground-breaking survey of the use of chiasmus in the Old and New Testaments states, "I have reached the conclusion that much of these symmetries was altogether subconscious, … the writers had learned their forms so thoroughly that they had forgotten them as forms." 39 Neyrey adds the insight that this common form "was anticipated by audiences to aid in following the argument or narrative." 40 In a partially oral culture, chiastic structure would have helped make a text memorable, with emphasis on the central point.
Given the presence in First John of obvious Hebrew (and Greco-Roman) parallelisms at the verse level, including the inverted parallelism of chiasm, 41 it seems reasonable to look for the possibility of chiasm at the level of the whole book. This possibility is strengthened by the obvious balanced parallels at the beginning and ending of the book (the theme of witnesses to the life in 1:1, 2 and 5:20) and the references to the antichrist at about equal distances on either side of the center of the book (2:18 and 4:3b).
Since one of the values of a chiasmus is its emphasis on the central part of the structure, Ronald Man advises that biblical interpreters "attach special importance to the center of a chiastic structure." 42 In the case of First John the central emphasis, the literal center in terms of the number of verses in the Epistle, falls on the labeling of the Children of God and the Children of the Devil (3:7-10). In a Status Degradation Ritual, such labeling distinguishing the deviants from the witnesses would be of central importance.
Here is a clue related to the structural center of the book that lends support to the validity of applying both the chiastic and ritual models to First John.
The clues to the validity of the chiastic model (the central point surrounded by two sets of major parallel themes) led to the supposition that broad _____________________________________________________________ 192 Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 themes might be in chiastic arrangement for the entire book. One possibility of a loose chiastic structure for the full text is shown below. But James Bailey's warning needs to be taken seriously that "it is often one's assessment of content that determines whether or not one finds a chiastic pattern." 43 John Christopher Thomas has also proposed a chiastic structure for First John, 44 but with a different center and different themes from that independently discovered and shown here, an illustration of the subjectivity involved in looking for chiastic structure in broad terms.
Major Blocks in a Proposed Chiastic Structure of First John and the Pericopes within the Blocks: While the general themes in the chart above show many chiastic parallels, the verses within the sections do not readily match in inverted order and those that do are of irregular length. Ian Thomson comments, "As a general rule, the greater the number of objective balances of vocabulary and syntax in potentially corresponding elements, the more likely there is to be an authentic chiasmus present." 45 Although the full text of First John has only a loose chiastic structure, subjectively discerned, in an experiment combining in a separate document those verses that speak negatively of the oppo-_____________________________________________________________ Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 193 nents, the resulting text has obvious and very close chiastic parallelisms, as will be demonstrated below.
Even though close chiastic parallelisms are not obvious in the full text of First John, nor are they obvious in the separate portion of the text that speaks of the believers, there is still a connection between the positive labels applied to the believers, with the negative labels that apply to the opponents. (See section 3.3 above.) Through inductive study, a case for a close chiastic parallelism in the list of combined positive and negative labels can be made. (See the second chart at the end of this article.) Evidently the lack of chiastic balance in the full text, and in the portion of the text that discusses realities of the believers, is due to intervening explanatory material that is not directly connected to the contrasting labels that display the chiastic relationships.
Returning to the original intention for this section to isolate the portion of the text that refers only to the opponents and to investigate the possibility of chiastic structure in that text, the chart below incorporates only those verses that relate to the opponents (1:5b, 6, 8, 10; 2:4, 9, 11, 15, 16, 17a, 18, 19, 21b, 22, 23a, 26; 3:4, 6b, 8, 10, 12, 15, 17; 4:1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 20; 5:10b, 12b, 16c, 17, 19, 21) . This is the text that will be examined later for its closeness of fit with the model of the Status Degradation Ritual. It is helpful to envision the verses from the list above being listed vertically, then folding the list in half at the centre. The result of this mental matching exercise is illustrated in the chiastic chart below, with the central hinge verses highlighted (3: [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The chart is arranged in a "U" shape, for convenience in seeing the parallelisms side by side. As in a typical chiastic chart, letters are assigned to each main section. In addition a number of parallel phrases have been indicated. Parallelisms, both synonymous and antithetical, between comparable sections (and particularly those in the central section) shed light on the meanings of terms and the author's theology. A few of the resulting insights will be examined later in this article. Just as the phrases in more common Hebraic parallelisms are expected to shed light on the meanings of terms, chiastic parallelisms can function in the same way. In traditional parallelisms, which often aid interpreters through synonymous or antithetical meanings, the parallel elements are arranged in close proximity in patterns such as ABAB or ABCABC. Chiastic parallelism, or inverted parallelism, assumes the form ABCCBA or ABCBA. When this chiasm is spread out over a large portion of text, the parallelisms are not immediately obvious. Ian Thomson points out that the balance of ideas resulting from a chiasm "is by far the most complex and potentially rewarding relationship in terms of exegesis." 46 Kenneth Bailey includes in a list of other exegetical values of chiasmus that the structure may "provide a crucial key to understanding by enabling the reader to see what words, phrases, or sentences are matched with what other words, phrases, or sentences in the structure." 47 Another key to exegesis found in chiastic passages, mentioned earlier, is the center around which the passage turns. Thomson comments, "the center often contains the focus of the author's thought. … This is a particularly powerful feature with obvious implications for exegesis." 48 _____________________________________________________________ 196 Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 Of the many possible insights that arise from the chiastic arrangement of the selected portions of First John, this section will focus on two. The first of these insights is visible at the end of the chart: the center of the chiasm hinges on verses 3:8b and 3:10a: the intention of the Son of God to destroy the works of the devil and to distinguish between the children of God and the children of the devil. As referred to above, this serves as a confirmation of the validity of examining this portion of First John as a Status Degradation Ritual. Two groups of people are having their status transformed; how to tell them apart is the major emphasis of the Epistle. To put it in simplest terms: one of these groups is characterized by "sin" and the other is characterized by "righteousness" (3:10b).
Portions of First John that Speak of the Opponents, in Chiastic Structure
But do the children of God, who are characterized by righteousness, ever sin or do they not? The second insight from the chiastic structure to be discussed in this section addresses this question. The chiastic parallelisms assist in finding a new explanation for the apparent contradiction of 1:8, 10 and 3:6, 9, a perpetual puzzle to commentators: "If we say we have no sin we deceive ourselves," (1:8) vs. "Anyone who remains in him does not sin … is not able to sin" (3: 6, 9) . A new approach to this seeming contradiction is to look at the first and last portions of the chiasmus where sin is defined as unrighteousness. In the chiastic structure (see the chart above), "walking in darkness" (1:6) is equated with "all unrighteousness is sin" (5:17) . (Also see 1:9 "he will cleanse us from all unrighteousness.") Unrighteousness is the type of sin the author of First John is referring to in the context of 1:8, 10 when he says a person who claims they have no sin is a liar and is calling God a liar. Evidently the author realistically expects that all people lapse into doing what is "wrong" instead of what is "right" upon occasion.
But this is not the only type of sin discussed by the author of First John. In the chiastic center (that includes 3:6, 9 if the positive labeling is included along with the negative statements about the opponents), the context shows the author has re-defined sin as "lawlessness" (3:4), a more serious form of sin (see an allusion to this second type of sin in 5:16, 17-the sin that leads to death). Parallelisms in the chart above (verses 3:4 and 3:15) equate lawlessness with hate, murder and death (the opposite of eternal life). Keeping these separate definitions in mind enables the reader to understand that in 1:10, speaking of sin as "unrighteousness," the author can truthfully say we make God out to be a liar if we claim we have not sinned. God's children have done and will do "unrighteous" things, for which forgiveness is readily available (1:9). But God's children will not be characterized by sin if sin is defined as lawlessness, which in the chiastic parallelism (3:4 _____________________________________________________________ Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 197 and 3:15) is equated with hatred and unbelief in the Son of God, leading to death. The parallelism of 1:6b and 5:17b equates "the truth is not in us" with "a sin unto death." This is the type of sin that the slogans of 3:6, 9 could legitimately claim God's children cannot commit. 49 The "sin unto death" is one the author does not ask believers to pray for (5:16) . The chiastic parallelisms give an alternative way of reading verses 3:6, 9, as slogans of the original Johannine community that had been misused out of context by the secessionists to deceive the believers into thinking that if they ever sinned they were not truly children of God.
If the secessionists were undermining the faith of the believing community in this way, it is not hard to understand why a leader within a "Low Grid/Strong Group" society would feel the need to protect the group by drawing boundaries around acceptable behavior and beliefs and casting out the deviants who did not meet the criteria. This is the purpose of a Status Degradation Ritual. As the third stage of the analysis in this article, the next section will apply specific aspects of the ritual model summarized in section 3.4 to the chiastic text outlined in above.
Application of the ritual model to the chiastic text
Many additional insights can be gleaned from the chiastic structure, some of which will be highlighted in this section as illustrations of the way the text accomplishes each of the variables of the ritual model. For the purposes of this article, the most important insight gleaned from the study of the chiastic structure of the sections devoted to denouncing the opponents is that the central climax, the hinge of the chiasmus, constitutes a clear labeling of two sets of people: the children of God and of the devil, and the function of the Son of God in this regard.
This prepares the way for the third stage of this socio-rhetorical analysis of First John-application of the Status Degradation Ritual to the portions of First John that deal with the Children of the Devil. As described in section 3.4 above, Garfinkel's model for a successful degradation ritual consists of four variables: a. the denouncer; b. the deviant; c. an explanation d. witnesses.
These features are all present in the chiastic text defined in section 4.2 above. Each of these will now be examined to see what insights can be gained into the purposes and meaning of the text.
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The denouncer
"The denouncer must be so identified with the witnesses … that the denouncer is perceived as a publicly known person, not a private individual. The denouncer must be invested with the right to speak in the name of [the group's] core values." 50 Mark McVann points out that "the movement from one status to another is presided over by persons qualified to supervise the transition and certify its legitimacy. We call such persons "professionals" or "ritual elders." 51 Many Johannine scholars consider the author of First John to be identical with the "Elder" who wrote 2 and 3 John. 52 Certainly throughout the full Epistle of First John the author identifies with his audience in a role appropriate to an elder, calling them his dear little children and showing concern for their well-being. This public pastoral role fits well with the ritual model, which calls for someone qualified to denounce the heretics among the Johannine community. Robert Kysar also sees the author as someone accepted by the community "as one who spoke from the vantage point of some authority or privilege." 53 While an egalitarian society, such as the Johannine community, does not have strong authoritative leaders, Kysar's term, "privilege" can describe the status of a person around whom an egalitarian group might rally to reach consensus about dealing with deviant behavior. The first five verses (the Prologue) of First John serve the function of giving the credentials of the author/denouncer for performing the ritual:
1:1 That which was from the beginning which we have heard which we have seen with our eyes which we have beheld which we have handled with our hands concerning the word of life 1:2 And this life appeared and we saw and bear witness and announce to you the eternal life which was with the father and appeared to us _____________________________________________________________ Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 199 1:3 What we have seen heard we announce to you so you may have fellowship with us and our fellowship is with the father and with his son Jesus Christ 1: 4 We write this to you so that our joy may be full.
1:5a
This is the message we have heard from him and announce to you:
The author was an eyewitness of the original events of the community's tradition, perhaps associated with the apostle Thomas ("our hands have handled"), who is qualified to testify to the eternal life that was made physically manifest through the Son. His claim to have fellowship with the Father and Son and his intention to include his hearers in that fellowship (1:3), along with his stated desire to find joy as a result of writing his text (1:4), indicate the author's respected professional status, perhaps that of a pastor, and his right to be the denouncer in this ritual. His dual purpose was to strengthen his followers and to accuse his opponents.
The deviant whose status will be degraded
The next element in the ritual model is the group of people whose status is being downgraded. In First John it is clear that the "deviants" are the opponents or secessionists, labeled as "antichrists" who "went out from us" (2: 18, 19) . The chiastic structure of the verses under consideration has helped to demonstrate clearly the seriousness of the case against the opponents and their deviation from group norms. For every value held by the believing community, an opposite characteristic is attributed to the opponents, and these are repeated in the chiastic parallels for added emphasis. The climax of the chiastic structure is the labeling of these deviants as "children of the devil" whose works the Son of God came "to destroy." There was no possibility of fellowship with those who were to the believing community as darkness is to light (see 1:5, 6). 54
These people were a threat to "the moral universe of the labelers" 55 and their influence had to be nullified. As mentioned earlier in section 4.2, it is likely they had been deceiving the believing community with the misuse of Johannine slogans (see footnote 48) as well as demonstrating unloving _____________________________________________________________ 200 Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 behavior, lies and unbelief. The chiastic text above and the lengthy list of antithetical qualities of the children of God vs. the children of the devil (see section 3.3) demonstrate clearly both the nature of the "moral universe" of the Johannine community and the threat posed by those who were characterized by the opposite of those values. This is exactly the nature of a deviant: someone who is "out of place," a rule breaker, a threat to the order and values of the group's life. 56 The ritual model helps the interpreter better understand the emergency the author of First John was dealing with and why he described the two groups of people in such extremely opposite terms.
An explanation for the need to downgrade the status of the deviant person or group
The third feature of the Status Degradation Ritual is the "explanation" for banning the deviants that is intended to convince the rest of the group (the witnesses) to adopt the denouncer's interpretation of the situation. Malina and Neyrey state that "rule creators define a state of affairs by drawing or redrawing boundaries around something or someone of social significance, thus situating them as 'out of bounds' or as a threat or danger." 57 Mc Vann speaks of "assembling a case record." 58 The portions of First John that speak of the opponents assemble a detailed explanation by building up accusations, climaxing in 3:8b, 10a with the strong denunciation of them as children of the devil, whose works the Son of God came to destroy. The implication may even be that the opponents themselves constituted a "work of the devil" that needed to be destroyed. In a situation in which it is the denouncer's task to convince others of his point of view, this strong denunciation is understandable. The author's goal was to convince his children to denounce with him those whose values and beliefs were contrary to theirs. No doubt the "case record" consists of stereotypes, but stereotyping serves well the purpose of defining and condemning what lies outside the boundary of acceptability, thus allowing the witnesses and denouncer to feel justified in rejecting the deviant.
As part of the "explanation" section of the ritual, "the condemnation and the deviant label will be justified by appeal to some higher order norm: God's will, the good of the people, the honor of the nation." 59 From the Johannine community's perspective this can be envisioned in widening concentric circles: God's will is in the centre, a wider circle represents the community in right relationship with God, and a still wider circle represents the equivalent of the "honor of the nation," which in this context _____________________________________________________________ Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 201 would be the greater community that included the opponents of the Elder. The Elder had told his "children" to "walk as Christ walked" but some were not doing so (2:6). In the "explanation" portion of the ritual he appeals to God's will to demonstrate that the deviants need to be cast out for the good of the people, the Elder's followers. As the Elder stated in giving his credentials in the prologue, his goal is fellowship with the believers. The opponents had caused a schism, which was not good for the community, and potentially threatened its survival. The honour of the community is at stake here, an important point the model helps emphasize.
In examining the goodness of fit of the ritual model for the "explanation" segment of the ritual, the appeal to the higher norm of God's will is now discussed. This aspect of the model is seen in the Prologue in which the author appeals to his special relationship with God ("fellowship") and his special knowledge of that which has been known "from the beginning." Throughout the text, reference to God and the Son of God are made repeatedly. Examples are paired here from the chiastic structure, a further illustration of the validity of this model for clarifying the meanings of the text. God and the Son of God are appealed to in assembling the elder's case in these ways:
• The deviants are accused making God a liar, not having God's Word in them and not believing God's witness (compare 1:10; 5:10 in the chiastic structure) • Those who do not keep God's commandments also do not know God; they do not have the Son of God, nor do they have life (compare the chiastic parallelisms in 2:4; 5:12) • Denying the Father is equivalent to denying love to those in need (see 2: 22, 23; 3:17) • The Son of God was manifested to destroy the works of the devil (3:8) • Everyone who does not practice righteousness is not of God (3:10)
The appeal to higher authority as a characteristic of a Status Degradation Ritual helps explain the necessity for repeated references in the text to God, the Father and Son (and the spirit of truth).
Witnesses who will agree with the denouncer on the new identity of the deviant
The fourth element of the Status Degradation Model is that of the witnesses to the ritual. As mentioned earlier, if the ritual is successful, witnesses will _____________________________________________________________ 202 Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 be convinced of the truth of the denouncer's explanation. 60 "When a person is successfully declared a deviant, people who knew the person begin to see connections between the deviant's condemnation and all that they know about that deviant's past life." 61 It is in this sense that the author of First John can say retrospectively that the deviants were never really "of us" ( ! % , 2: 18, 19) . Applying the ritual model to the text gives a good explanation for the purpose of the strong denunciations against the opponents. As a ritual, the text will only be successful if it convinces the believing community to agree to the new outcast status of the deviant opponents. The chiastic parallelisms shed additional light on the serious charges being brought, that the witnesses are expected to agree with:
• The opposite of having fellowship with God is walking in darkness and being part of the world that lies in the evil one (1: 6 // 5:19) . • Those who do not have the truth residing in them are participating in the "sin unto death," which the author does not encourage the community to pray for (1:6b, 8b // 5:16c, 17,).
• The claims of the opponents indicate that they do not believe God, they make God out to be a liar, they are liars themselves, and they do not have life (1:10, 2:4 // 5:10, 12). • Those who hate their brothers do not love God; they are walking around in the darkness not knowing where they are going, and they do not know God (2:9, 11 // 4:8, 20) . • The qualities admired by the world are not from God (2: 15-17 // 4:3a, 5, 6) . • The opponents are equated with the eschatological "antichrist" and "false prophets" (2: 18, 19, 21b, 22, 23a, 26 // 4:1, 3) . • Denying the Father and Son is equated with closing one's affections and refusing to help a brother in need (2:23a // 3:17). • The sin of lawlessness and being "of the devil … who has been sinning from the beginning" is equated with the sin of Cain (hatred and murder), who was of the evil one (who was also a murderer from the beginning, an allusion to John 8:44) (3:4, 8a // 3: 12, 15) . • Two manifestations are listed side by side at the very center of the chiasmus: The Son of God was manifested to destroy the works of the devil and it is made manifest who are the children of God and who are the children of the devil. In the process of the manifestation of these opposite sets of people, the devil's work is being undone ( ). Jesus was manifested to "un-bind" the devil's work in peoples ' lives (3:8) . It is undone in the lives of the believers when they start to follow Christ. Then the devil no longer has a grip on them to influence them toward wrongdoing and hatred. _____________________________________________________________ Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 203 Instead, the qualities opposite to those of the devil become characteristic of believers' lives: righteousness and love. The devil cannot bind them because they are children of God, they are in God, they are born of God and they live as Jesus did.
The "Elder" concludes his ritual with a somewhat abrupt warning to his witnesses, in the hope that they will agree with him in his denunciation of the opponents: "little children, keep yourselves from idols." By now it should be obvious from the chiastically paired accusations against the opponents that the author is warning his beloved children in this last verse of the book to stay away from the deviants, the children of the devil, those who represent a false way to God. In the chiastic structure the full meaning of this ending is brought out by balancing antithetical phrase in 1:5b: "God is light and in him there is no darkness at all." In other words, stay away from those who represent the opposite of who God is-the false teachers who will lead you into walking in darkness and the sin of idolatry if you don't agree with the author's diagnosis and denunciation.
These comparisons indicate a good fit between the Status Degradation Ritual model as applied to selected portions of the text of First John. The model calls for four categories: the denouncer, one or more deviants, an explanation that includes appeals to higher authority, and witnesses. The selections of the text we have examined clearly meet all these criteria. The author of First John demonstrates his qualifications to be the public denouncer of the deviants-the group that "went out from us." Through a lengthy list of antithetical comparisons he explains the manner in which the opponents have flagrantly violated group norms and therefore must be divorced from the original community. The witnesses called for by the model correspond to the "little children" of the author's community to whom he addressed his text, hoping to maintain fellowship with them if they would agree with his assessment of the situation (1:3; 5:21). If the hypothesis is correct, that the text portions were originally a ritual to be recited or read to members of the Johannine community, it is not surprising that there is no indication as to whether the witnesses agreed with the denouncer or not. That was the hoped-for result of the ritual which was packaged in chiastic format to help the witnesses keep in mind reasons for the desperate measure being taken-labeling the former members of the group as "children of the devil," never to be associated with again.
Was the ritual successful? Perhaps not. One of the values of examining First John in light of the ritual model is that it raises this very question. If _____________________________________________________________ 204 Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 the denouncer was not successful in rallying enough of his witnesses to agree with him, this could explain why, as Brown states, "after the Epistles there is no further trace of a distinct Johannine Community. … [It is] likely that most of the author's adherents were swallowed up by the 'Great Church.'" 62 As more and more members of the believing community were deceived by the secessionists, the remaining believers may have eventually decided to seek out other less troubled, less dysfunctional fellowships with which to meet.
A summary of insights into the purpose and message of the First
McVann poses a key question: "What have we learned by using ritual analysis that we might otherwise not have known?" 63 Applying the Status Degradation Ritual model, in conjunction with the oral-literary model of chiastic structure, to portions of First John, has provided new answers to some questions often asked of the text.
In question and answer format, some of the key insights gained from this socio-rhetorical analysis will be briefly summarized here.
Question: Why was First John written?
Answer: The sections of the text that speak about the opponents may have been written (perhaps originally spoken) as a formal denunciation, a Status Degradation Ritual, against those rule-breakers who threatened the stability of the Johannine community. Perhaps this portion of the text was intended to be read/recited to various geographical locations of the Johannine community. The intended result of the Status Degradation Ritual was a final divorce between the two groups.
Question: What is the genre of First John? Answer: First John can be viewed as a combination of two rituals, antithetically intermingled, each of which labels the status of one of the two sets of people referred to in the book. Robert Kysar's observation, mentioned earlier, lends support to this view: "The disparate portions of the document were drawn from different homilies delivered at different times." 64 The resulting combination of rituals produced a memorable explanation for the Johannine community of who they are as God's children and the reason for their divorce from the opponents, now labeled as children of the devil. (18) 2007 205 Question: Why does the text appear to be disjointed? Answer: The ritual model suggests that First John may be the combination of two separate rituals, mingled in an editorial process to produce a memorable document that could be read or recited to members of the Johannine community. Without postulating any particular order in their origin, the pieces of the book that may have originally been separate entities include a Status Transformation Ritual, that could have originated as a baptismal or confirmation homily, a list of antithetical characteristics of the children of God and children of the devil, and a Status Degradation Ritual.
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Question: Why is there so much repetition in First John? Answer: Part of the text is in a chiastic structure which served as a common organizing device in ancient Hebrew and Greco-Roman literature. That structure intrinsically involves repetition. The use of repetition through chiasm would have increased the memorability of what was read by or to the community. In addition, an aspect of the Status Degradation Model calls for appeals to higher authority, designed to convince witnesses to agree with the denouncer. Repeated references to God, the Father and the Son serve this purpose in First John.
Question: Why does the author portray the two groups so stereotypically and in such stark contrasts as "good" and "evil"? Answer: This is a typical way to maintain boundaries in high group, low grid societies. This cultural convention would help facilitate group members (the "witnesses" of the ritual model) reaching a consensus as to who is "in" and who is "out" of the group.
Question: Who are the opponents of First John? Answer: They are deviants from the group norms of the Johannine community. This is their master status that engulfs all others. They are typified as the children of the devil who have nothing in common with the members of the Johannine community, who are typified as the children of God. (This article briefly refers to the pre-gnostic tendencies of the opponents in footnote 48.)
Question: What is sin? Do the children of God sin or do they not? Answer: The chiastic structure of the text indicates that one definition of sin is walking in darkness and "unrighteousness" (1: 6; 5:17) . From the full text of First John we learn that believers can pray for each other to be forgiven from this type of sin (5:16) and that God is ready to forgive _____________________________________________________________ 206 Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 unrighteousness (1:9; 2:1, 2). Unrighteousness is in a context predominantly about the believers, the followers of the Elder. Because they have Jesus as their Paraclete, their sins can be forgiven (2:1).
The other definition of sin is "lawlessness" (3:4), the sin of the opponents, used in the center of the chiastic ritual describing the children of the devil. In the chiastic parallel, this type of sin is equated with hatred, murder and death (3:15) . The children of the devil do not have Jesus as their Paraclete, and this sin cannot be forgiven (5:16 , the sin that leads to death). Keeping this definition in mind when reading 3:6, 9 reveals that since God's children do not hate and murder others nor do they have death reigning in their lives, therefore it can be said that in that sense they do not sin.
Question: What is the significance of the similarities and differences between the Prologue of First John and that of the Gospel of John?
Answer: The function of the Prologue of First John is to present the credentials of the denouncer who is carrying out a Status Degradation Ritual, while the Prologue of the Gospel serves to demonstrate the credentials of the eternal "Word." It was the denouncer's eyewitness status "from the beginning" and knowledge of the Word of Life that qualified him to know and declare to others who was "in" and who was "out" of the Johannine Community.
Question: Is there any real structure in First John since commentators over the years have not been able to agree on divisions and an outline of the book? Answer: Western thinkers have been thinking ethnocentrically and anachronistically in terms of modern western literary concepts. First John was written by an ancient Judeo-Christian author at a time when the Greco-Roman culture was influential. The text may be profitably seen as a synthesis or intermingling of two separate rituals, each with its own structure, one of which, the Status Degradation Ritual, follows the common Hebrew and Greco-Roman chiastic pattern. The accusations against the opponents in this ritual are closely matched with positive statements about the believing community, also fitting the chiastic structure. Those same positive statements can be seen as belonging to a separate Status Transformation Ritual that is structured with amplification and transitional 65 techniques described in Greco-Roman handbooks of rhetoric. 66 Discussion of these techniques and the presence of a second ritual in the remaining portions of the text of First John are beyond the scope of this article.
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Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 207 In summary, the models of ritual and chiasmus provide us with new lenses to look at the text of First John, giving insights into the purpose and meaning of the author in writing this book. Further research into the Status Transformation Ritual (confirming the believers as children of God) and further study of the structure of that section of the book is still needed. In addition there remain further insights to be gleaned from the chiastic structure of the Status Degradation Ritual, particularly when the antithetical positive statements about the believing community are included as part of that chiasm.
